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o THEORY Otr THE ABSORPTION OF' SOUND
BY COI\{PRESSIBLE WALLS WITH
A NON-POROUS SURFACE-LAYF'R

by C. W. KOSTEN and C. ZWIKKER

Surnrnary
Soùnc1 absorbir-rg rnaterials rvith a non-porous surface-layer possess

great advantages over the usuall u'ell-knorvn porous materials. 'Ihese
advantages are related mostly to their hygienic ancl decorative qualities.

l'his kind of material, therefore, is alreadl' used in practice, the physical
basis of tlie absorption, horvever, remaining oftcn unl<nown.

It áppears from theory that a low speci{ic rveight and a smail inoduius
of elasticity are conditional for obtaining a strong absorption. These con-
ditions arc satisfied b)' layers of sponge rubber. l'he circumstances
leading to the most favourable results have been examined and turn out
to be as Íollorvs: the pores shouicl be preferablrr such that the air inside is
to some extent free to vibrate as an independent boc1y. Big holes in the
layer as u''e11 as the applicatiorr of the material at some clistance from the
rigid *'all appear, under certain eircumstances, to influence the sound
absorbing qualities favourably.

1. Introduct'ion. In principle absorption of sound by walls can be
effectecl by any material, provided its acoustic impedance câuses loss
of sound energy. By this condition any absorption is out of the
question if the impedance is a purely imaginary quantity (mass or
compressible material without loss) . The majority of the souncl
absorbing rnaterials known up to now consist of very porous and
mainly solid matter. Owing to their great importance in practice the
theory of souncl absorption'by this kind of porous materials has been
developed very thoroughly, for which the reader is referred to the
pnblications on this subject by Rayleighr), Zwikker2),

-3--
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4 C. W. KOSTEN AND C. ZWIKKER

Kühl and Meyers), Rett ingera), Cremers) and
M b n n a 6). It may be observed here, that, occasionally, in these
articles the possibility of resonance of the skeleton has been taken
into account to a certain extent. This resonance is then supposed to
express itself as an apparent increase of the density of the air. Need-
less to say the great variety of the materials (compare, for example,
acoustic plaster and hair-felt) prevents such suppositions from pos-
sessing any general validity.

Materials with a non-porous surface can also absorb sound. It is,
for example, a well-known fact that a wooden panelling or window-
panes absorb sound by their vibrating in resonance. For this reason
the region of maximum absorption is located at the lower frequen-
cies, whereas porous materials absorb as a rule the higher frequencies
best. In this respect, therefore, the materials vibrating in resonance
possess an important advantage over the porous ones as, in practice,
the absorption of the lower noteS offers the greater trouble. As a
secondary, though important advantage, we may point out here,
that such materials with a non-porous surface can be painted and
washed. In those cases, therefore, in which the use of porous mate-
rials must be rejected, non-porous materials can be applied, as, for
example, in nursing homes, engine rooms, office buildings, etc. By a
suitable construction, one can make still more of this panelling effect
and Meyer?) and Lauf f er8) succeededinthiswayinmanu-
facturing non-porous wall coverings, possessing rather satisfactory
absorption characteristics. From their experiments the application
of materials causing the losses of sound energy, at the back of the
non-porous surface appeared to be indeed essential. One can, more-
over, infer from these measurements, that on these lines the manu-
facturing of materials, which are wholly satisfactory in practice, is
impossible. The region of absorption, namely, remains rather nar-
row in any case and the maximum value of the absorptionscoeffi-
cient amounted to 50o/o.

In the present articie we shall treat the theory of sound absorp-
tion by compressible wall-coverings with non-porous coating layer,
on as general lines as possible; based on these developments we shall
further examine the possibilities of its application in practice. More
in particular we shail pay attention to sponge rubber layers coated
with a solid surface-laver.

o
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THEORY OF THE ABSORPTION OF SOUND

2. Acowstic irnþedønce a.nd' øbsorþtion coefficient. Let us put:
ø : absorption coefficient, i.e. the energy of the reflected wave in

terms of the energy of the incident wave,
pc .: wave-resistance of the air : specific mass x velocity of

sound,
z : specific acoustic impedance : pressure divided by the velo-

city component at right angles to the plane under considera-
tion,

o¿ : angle of incidence of sound,
then, for any value of a, we have for-the sound absorption the rigo-
rous formula

ø:1-l i:::", ryl' r'l
I zcosø f pc 

I

and, therefore, in the case of normal incidence:

øo: 1 -12 ,:'l' pl" lzo+ ?cl
z, andthereby ø, is in general a function of oc (apart from other quan-
tities). The importance of as and ze is mainly purely scientific. They
can be determined by measuring-methods in which the normal inci-
dence of sound is the only one applied, as, for example the well-
known interference method. In practice, ho\Mever, one has, prefera-
bly, to cleal with ø, the average absorption coefficient for sound of all
possible directions, which is calculated flom a by means of the fami-
liar formula

u - I â' sin 2a cla. (3)

The principal contributiott lo ø is the one for 
'a 

- 45o,sin 2o¿ then
reaching its maximum value. The value obtained by the reverbera-
tion method, if properly carried out, is about equal to ø.

The connection between øs and zq (equation (2)) seems a very
simple one, but this is only apparent, as ze is a complex quantity.

A very convenient mod.e of representation is shown in fig. i, in
which the curves for constant øe are drawn in the complex zo-plane *).
These curves turn out tó be circles with centre zo: (2 - a)pclø and

pcf ø. The quantities rs and xs àrE defined by the

o

o

radius 2
equation zo: ro I 1xo.

The figure enables one to find immediately for any assigned value
*¡ I(. Schuster und A. Hohberg, Ann. Physik 1G, 203' 1933

l-ø



6 C. W. KOSTEN AND C. ZWIKKER
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Fig. l. The connection between the absorption coefficient ao and thespecific acoustic impedance zo in the case of normal incidence of ihe sound.
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Fig.2. The connection between the average absorption coefficient ã a'dthe acoustic impeclance z for the case that z is independent of the angre
of incidence a.
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THEORY OF THE ABSORPTION OF SOUND

of zs, the corresponding value of ø0, while, moreover; one can read
from it at once lnow a.6will be affected by any definite change of zo.
This mode of representation remains valid without any modification
for the connection between a. and z cos oc' as follows directly from
equations (l) and (2).

If z be independent of ø (and this will frequently turn out to be
very nearly true for compressible materials), so that , : ,o, then, for
any given value of zs, equation (1) determines ø as a function of æ,

whereupon ø is obtained by means of equation (3). This means that,
for any assigned zs, ã.has a well-defined value. It will be clear that we
are now in a position to draw a diagram as in fig. 2, which now
shows the curves of constant ø in the complex-26-plane. The maxi-
mum value for ø amounts to 0.95, therefore less than 1. Practically
speaking the curves for constant ã. cannot be distinguished from
circles; they satisfy the following equation:

a:B PcYo,-.B( ^P"o^\'wl'|!^'t +1+ 4\*--"rZ+x3 "\rt+xll 'o\ p'r' ' çcJ'

+ B ro- (-Ptþ-\' (4 
- '\ no *o xo 

Ø)- " *o\r3 + x3) \x3 '/ "u 't ro + pc

From a comparison of fig. 1 and 2, it appears that averaging
6t. can mean a considerable increase relatively to øe. One must
here bear in mind, howevet, that this is only true if z is independent
of a.

In order to obtain some idea of the order of magnitude of the
absorption coefficient attainable with compressible materials, one
can proceed as follows:

For the specific impedance .z we can write, without thereby re-
stricting its general sense, the expression

o

o

(s)

where C and I denote respectively the specific compliance and the
angle of loss. Both these quantities may depend on the frequency;
for the present, however, we shall consider them to be constant. We
shall, moreover, restrict ourselves to the case of normal incidence.

1z:,; (1+/tgò),
'J@w



B C. W. KOSTEN AND C. ZWIKKER

After a few transformations equation (2) now yields
4tgàllo : (6)u*t#3+2tgò

where q is written lor paoC.
Fig. 3 represents the way in which øs depends on <¡, C and tg g.

Practically speaking the absorption acquires already its maximum
value for pcaC æ I ; this maximum value is strongly dependenton tg à. For maximum absorption at B0O Hz, *"- -rrrt hurr.
C æ5 X 10-6dyn-tcm-r.

4,OO

0,7s

0,s0

0,25

o 2 

-:ecoJc 

6

Fig. 3. Absorption by a compressible layer .rvithout mass.

Fig' 4 shows the impedance curves. combining this figure with the
circle-diagram of fig. l (added in broken rines), the occurrence of the
tops will be at once clear.

If c and à depend on the frequency, this means a transition from
one curve in fig. 3 to another.

we will not extenrl these considerations to sound, incident in anyarbitrary direction, as the problem is wholry a purely theoretical one.
owing to the mass of the rayer, c and g wili in rãahty be strongly

dependent on the frequency. In orcrer to take this infiuence of the

o
ao

0

o

Á
tg 15 :2

6-s

tgô:t

t g ô :o,e

tg ó:0É

ô:o,ztl t ó



THEORY OF THE ABSORP]ION OF SOUND 9

mass duly into account, we must study the vibratory motion of the
material in more rletail. our next point of discussion will therefore

soTo

jxo

,
I

ce --\Jo%

t,90%

o +Þ t-o

o

tq ô-qs
tsô:r

Fig.4. Shape of impedance curves rvith increasing frequency

be: what differential equations must be used as a basis for the neces-
sary calculations.

3. The clifferenti,øl equations of the rnotr)on,in the øbsorb,ing tned,'iurn.
We must mention first, that not one of the equations will be valid
rigorously. In the schematic table further down four of the most
simple cases are represented. Generally speaking the absorbing layer
can be compared to a long electrical conductor with homogeneously
distributed resistance, self-inductance and capacity. Possible sche-
mes for an element of this conductor are drawn in column 2. Column
3 gives the fundamental differentiai equations for the corresponding
system, column 4 the differential equation one can derive from these
two equations. As transient phenomena are not taken into account,
some of these equations hold only for solutions, that possess a cosine-
like dependence on the time. Column 3 can be considered as a conti-
nuation of column 2, the differential equation of column 4, however,
has been extended to three dimensions (L: ô21òx2 + ò21ôy2 +
* ô21ð22). Column I gives the nature of the acoustic material for
which the corresponding equations may hold.



Acoustic
material

homogeneous
porous

compressible

compressible

inhomogeneous
porous

(m,
aþ
ât

E
0a
'ò- m. ã2bLþ:E;i tt-itsat

Aþ 7ttm- + ruô*, At

at

aÞ

0x

Aþ .._ âa
11--lI.U ãx

Aþ 7tt

ãx 0r

E

-,_*'.(å)"

tg8 : rlant

tg I : E/<'lR

aþ ãa
-L̂tÕfi

tJ "11

A-U

m âlbA¿: _ ^ (t-i tgð)
It Òt"(r) (R) + r¡11 E_r-E'oR

0a

at
m

Ò'?)

(¡)

I fi tg8, 0a

ttt A2þLþ ¿(r + rs: E) * (t -i te

tg I : arr/Iì

(-Lþ: <c,m(t -i tsò,) +
I - i tg 8,ì A'1i+c'* L+itss"l at'

tg 8, : 1'r¡¡¡1¡r, tg ò2 : orrC,

G)

aÞ

at
(m./

(Ð

(cn)

(c,)
C2+Ct(t+i tgò,) âø

aþ

0t
ãu

== 'u at 
( l-i tg 8,)

The meaning of the various symbols is as follows:
þ - ovetpressure of sound
u : vibrational velocity of the particles (therefore not the

phase-velocitY of sound)
R and r : t]ne real parts of the acoustic impedance

-E : moclulus of elasticity
nx : specilic mass of moving medium
(Ð - angular frequency
I - time

C1 and Cz: comPliances (dimensions as of 1/E)

Dìfferential equation for P
. Fnndamental

Electrical analogue relatìons

10 C. W. KOSTtrN AND C. ZWIKKER



THEORY OF THE ABSORPTION OF SOUND

The case of homogeneous porous material offers no difficulties.
The electrical arrangement as well as the equations are the expres-,
sions of the fact that we have here to deal with a compressible
medium free from losses, capable of a vibration with friction rela-
tively to its surroundings. That is why the mass is a complex
quantity (r), the compliance not. In the case of compressible
materials it is just the other way round. Since the movingparticles are
not coupled to non-moving surroundings the assumption of a mass
free from losses is an obvious one, whereas the compressible medium
is certainly not free from losses. We can suppose that in its electrical
analogue this is represented by a resistance in parallel R or by a
resistance in series r. For massive material both suppositions are
wrong, as in this case according to experiment tg I is often, to a great
extent independent of the frequency. As, however, it will appear that
for our present purpose porous compressible materials with a non-
porous coating are the most suitable, the supposition of a resistance
in parallei R is still of considerable importance. For the time being,
we shall, therefore, accept the validity of this supposition. Thereby,
the value of tg I will at the same time agree with the results of earlier
measurements e), namely tg I - G)-1 for acoustic frequencies. The
mental picture of a resistance in series or in parallel for compressible
media with losses is often translated mathematically bv the concep-
tion of a complex ,E*, which is then supposed to be equal to
E(l + i tS à) and El( -i tS à) respectively, while tg à is supposed
to change in these expressions directly and inversely proportional to
the frequency respectively. As for solid materials tg I is independent
of the frequency over a fairly extensive region, reminding one there-
by of mechanicai hysteresis, one might in this case use for the com-
plex quantity E* the expression Eeiõ, withconstant à.

For the majority of porous materials the above mentioned case of
homogeneous porous matter will not give a sufficiently close approxi-
mation, owing to the fact that the resistance of the air, staticaily
measured, is not the all important quantity. Part of the holes in the
substance will have a somewhat isolated position, so that the air
contents of these holes will not rnove during a støtionøry air resis-
tance experiment. Dynanoical,l,y, however, these "remote" holes come
into action, because now the pressure in the holes has to vary owing
to the travelling waves. Any widened part of a pore corroborates
this effect. In the above schematic table the equations for inhomo-

11

o
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12 C, W. KOSTEN AND C. ZWIKKER

geneous porons material of this kind are also given' In the present

ãonnectiãn, however, we cannot enter further into this matter but
must suffice with the preliminary statement that in our opinion, based

on calculations concerning this case, it is this effect, that clarifies
those diflerences between theory ancl experiment, that as a rule are

,,explained" by an apparent increase of the density of the air 10) 11) 12)'

4. Contþress'ible I'ayer ol sotí'd' n't'øteriø|" As already said' we shall
use the differential equations, vaiid for the system in which conclen-

sor and resistance are in parallel, namely
+n à2b

^þ-; i[tt -rtsrt
-Y : n,þ; ,v,t.Õx ot,

tgà: Elr"R
The results, however, are also valicl without modification for mat-

ter with resistance in series or with hysteresis-losses, as regards the
former

1". if tg I is interpreted as avlE and
2o. if one multiplies tto wilin cos2 8,

as regards the latter
t'.- it tg I is taken to be independent of the frequency and
2". if one multiPlies ø¿ with cos 8.

usually cos I : 1 will be a more or less sufÍicient approximation,
the only remaining difference between the above cases then being
the different interpretation of tg 8. We may point out at once, that
with porous (non-compressible) materials I has a much higher vaiue
so that it is by no means allowecl in that case to put cos ð' : 1'

In the following calculations we shall in principle, proceed in the
sameway as Zwikker and Monna did'Wesuppose,there-
fore, that a plane wave falls on the material at an angle oc, this wave

is refracted Èy the material. Let us denote the angle of refraction by
p. All waves present in the material can be composed to form one

wave travelling onwards and one wave, travelling backwarcls'
The solutions which we are going to try are: for the onwards

moving wave:
h : P t ,iø¡t-(r sin þ+t'(cos p-lå))/c') (B)

il

ü

c
(7)

o



THEORY OF THE ABSORPTION OF SOUND 13

and for the backwards moving wave

þz : p, ¿ia{t-(rsi¡ p-y(cos P-.ih))lc'\ (9)

Here the plane of the x, y-coordinates is taken parallel to the plane
of incidence, the øraxis parallel and the y-axis at right angles to the
surface of the material (see fig. 5).

v -l

Y-o
o @

p,l
ß P2

Y -('

Fig.5. Slanting incidence on a layer of finite thickness.
1. air, 2. absorbing layer, 3. re{Iecting u'a11.

o
In these formulae P1 and P2 are rea7, c' is the (real) velocity in the

medium, å is the damping constant of the travelling wave.
Substitution of (B) and (9) in the first differential equation of (7)

gives at once

cos p h 171 itgs ,E sin ø"
(10)

c E lnc2

in which use has been made of the relation of refraction
sln c( c (1i)sin p c'

Together with the second clifferential equation of (7) the boundary
condition ay : 0 for y - I furnishes a relation between P1 and P2
namely:

Pre-iøt(cosB-ìþ1"'): Prg+ial(c"sß-inl"') (12)
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For the acoustic impedance, the quantity we want to know

- þ lþ,+þ,1'- %-lrr,*r,t
Pt + P, mc'

-DI)y:Orl-L2 cosþ-ik
,:lE*llr its¡- E sinl at

/t ruc' )

E sin2ø¡*TJcoth i^tfffl-¡tst-
The way in which z depends on the angle of incidence is accounted

for by the term E sin2 a.frnc2. For all materials, at all likely to be
used, the amount of this term varies from 0 to O.O2,so that as a very
close approximation we can take z to be independent of-the angle of
incidence. Omitting, therefore, the term in ø we have

lT, itgs)
o

- - . - "/a-ao- v Em,l$ tg à) . coth 7<ol-1 (14)

(1s)
For a layer of infinite thickness coth. . . ' - 1, so that then

Ernl$ - i ts8)

y'Er"- cos ô --l
Jx

F

o
l.ig. 6. Shape of the impedancc-curve ol a compressible rvall. The arror.r'
points in the direction in rvhich ;r mo\¡es with increasing frequencies.

Fig. 6 shows the impedance-curve for z as a function of the fre-
quency; z describes a spiral round the point z-. The fact ,that in the
case of solid, materials (wave-resistance from 100 to 5000 times pc for
air) the acoustic impedance measured at right angles to the surface
describes indeed very beautifully a spiral curve when plotted against
the frequency, was proved experimentally by H. B ö h m e 13)' The

z* a/z t
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quantity 1/Em determines directly whether a reasonable amount of
absorption is to be expected, or not. The condition, namely, for
absorption is, that the wave-resistance of the material shall be com-
parable with the wave-resistance pc for air (see equation (2) or fig. i)
and 1/Em measures fairly accurately the former resistance. By the
condition mentioned, all solid materials are at once excluded and as
the only likely materials remain those for with both E and rn have
extremely low values.

5. Comþress'ible þorows rnøteriøl w'ith rnøss-less non-þorows coøting;
ïery nalrow þores (quøsi,-soli,d). This case shows no fundamental
differences from what we have found for solid materials, for, indeed.,
on account of the pores being so very narrow, the air and the com-
pressible material can only vibrate together. This means that the
material is quasi-solid, so that equation (13) is still rigorously correct
and equations (la) and (15) approximately so.

We shall now enter somewhat further into the question how to
choose the material in order to obtain the most favourable results. In
doing so we shall deal separately with the quantity e- (namely the
centre of the spiral) and with the influence of tg å-

The value of ò lies, presumably, between 0" and 40o so that the
position of z- is at the most 20o from the real axis (see fig. 6), and as
in the neighbourhood of this axis the absorption coefficient øq is in-
sensitive to an angular turning ancl moreóver, cos I can be put
approximately equal to l, the decisive quantity in the present con-
nection is f Ðru. In the case of air this is t/ ¡+ p* : pc (þo : read
ing of the barometer) ; the direct measure for øe is {Em expressed in
pc as unit (see fig. 1), that means Eml1,4þç9.The lowest value that
can be reached by lowering E (less stiff material) is 1,4 p6 for even if
the material were infinitely soft, we have still to overcome the stiff-
ness of the air 1,4 þo.Though it is conceivable that we can reach þ6
itself (namely, if in the material the changes in the state of the air
should take place isothermically instead of adiabatically) rve shall
for the present reckon with 1 ,4 þs as the lowest value. Now the value
of the proper stiffness of those sponge rubber layers that have been
investigated, happens to be so low, that the total stiffness E is al-
ready very nearly 1 ,4 þs so that in the case of this kind of materials,
the remaining principal quantity is 1/nolp. The most suitable mate-
rials from the present point of view have turned out to be light sponge

o



16 C. W. KOSTEN AND C. Z\,VIKKER

rubber layers with thicknesses of a few cm, the specific mass being
from 0,05 to 0, 1, and, thereby z*lpc from 6,5 to 9, from which one
computes average coefficients of absorption of 620/o to 52o/o. For
layers about I 0 cm thick an average'absorption of 600/o can be reached
for frequencies higher than 75 Hz, while for frequencies over 250 Hz
theabsorptioncaneven be regarded as independent of the frequency.

We shall now discuss the influence of tg à. This quantity deter-
mines to a great extent the damping constant å of the travelling
wave (see equation (10)). Physically speaking, the actual reaching of
z* would mean such a strong damping of the oncoming wave in the
material that the development of a reflected wave in the absorbing
medium is practically out of the question. A high value of tg I means,
therefore, that already after a few loops (i.e. after a few characteristic
frequencies) point z* is alreadv reached.

4,0

4000 2000 Hz

-_ 

iF-9.
Fig. 7. Theoretical curves of sound absorption. Specific weight 0.05,
thickness of layer 3 cm; very narrolv pores. For an ø-times thicÌ<er layer

the frequency-scale must be stretchecl z¿-times.

For illustration, fig. 7 shows a few theoretical absorption curves,
representing ø as a function of the frequency, the specific weight
being 0.05, the thickness of the layer 3 cm and the angle of loss I 20o,
I 0o and 5o.

Fig. B shows the impedance curve corresponding to the I : 20'-
curve. This is, however, not quite correct, as for constant I the results
must be slightly modified (see 5). For, if tg I should actually be
constant, this might mean a clifference of a factor cos I in m, so that,
thereby, the absorption would be still slightly increased. We give up,
however, deliberately any attempt at such a high precision, which in
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any case would be spurious, owing to our introduction of the approxi-
mation E : 1 ,4 þo.'the curves of fig. 7 and fig. B must be coniidered
as among the best solutions on the base of the theory here given. It
is true that one might think of still further lowering the specific
weight; this however, is not sure to be invariably accompanied by a'

/\
+ sgc

jxo

-5qc

â,-+o%

e \

0
Pc b

o

Fig. B. Shape of impeclance curve, specific .rveight 0.05, thickness 3 cm,
ò : 20", very narrow pores.

increase of the absorption, as for such unsubstantial materials g will
decrease together wiih tne specific weight. But this means that the
limit of the absorption will only be reached at higher frequencies, a
decided disadvantage, therefore. This is also the reason wÀy in fig. 7
the curves for I : 5" and l0'lie for lower frequencies at a consider-
able distance below the curve for I : 20o, whereas in the neighbour-
hood of 2000Hz this difference has disappeared. At the end of this
article we shall deal u'ith the possibilities of still further improving
the sound absorbing quality of the material.

6. comþress'ible þorows noøteriø|, with tnøss-less non-þorous coøting-
løyer; aery wide þores. In order to fix the ideas, one can think here of
a light sponge rubber layer with very wide pores. The air and the
rubber skeleton are rrnderstood to vibrate independently from each
other. The characteristic frequencies of the vibrating skeleton are
now considerably lower than in the former case, since, this time, it is
only its proper stiffness that counts. As regards the amount of this
difference, we estimate the frequencies to be red.uced, 1,5 to 3 times,

872H2

4
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according to the proper stiffness' The pressure of the air at any

momentiill invariably be the same everywhere in the material' so

long as the thickner, åf th" layer is very small compared with the

waie-length in air; the air contents can then be regarded as a com-

pressible Ledium without losses'
The total imPedance becomes

ztot. - ztubber I zoir (16)

The quantitY zrubbet describes a complex impedance spiral' as in $ 5'

with iow characteristic frequencies' For not too high frequencies we

canwrite lot zo¿'" 
, , :=L:l'!4s (rz) o'a'r i.C lal'

where I denotes the thickness of the layer. For frequencies, compara-

ble with the fundamental characteristic frequency of a layer of air,

whose thickness is l, we have the correct formula

".:;sffi (rB)

.t -: a^-502.z \t5

jxo

t

I
0 5Pc

E2l 

--'>lO660 Hz

220 H2

-sec o
-10 gc

!-ig. 9. Shape of impedance curve specific weight 0'06' thickness 3 cm
Esaet" : O'3 Eoù' verY r'l'ide Pores'

For illustration, fig. 9 shows the theoretical impedance curve for a
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material with wide pores and of which the specific weight:is 0.06,I : 3 cm, while the modulus of elasticity of the skeleton Is 0.3 timesthat of air (l ,4 þo) . In order to indicate ioughly the value of the ab-sorption coefficient to which one is'led by these data, the circre forøo:50Yo is addedin the figure (dotteà line). In our figure, thedamping has been arbitrarily assumed, though iairry strong] becauseit is inconceivable that the vibrations of the air and of tt 
" 

sL"et"ton areindependent of each other to such an extent, that the characteristic
vibrations are only slighily damped.

This time, we cannot draw directly the impedance curve of fig. 9 inthe ,,circle" diagram for the average absorption coefficient a irvitn aview to finding ø, because now the total impedance shows an angular
dependence, owing to-the part zo¿,being dãpendent on the ungt" otincidence cr. The impedance of the free ui. i. ,ro* calculated by ri"ansof the diffe¡s¡1ir1 equations for homogeneous porou, -"t"ii"i ir, .way completely analogous to that given in 4.

Neglecting the volume of the solid material, we find
v-- Pc (i --i tg å)

I -1tg8- d,

- .alcotnl - \/1 .-1tgà-sin2ø (19)

o

- As the air is supposed to vibrate freery, the velocity of soundin thisformula has already been put equal to c.
Forò:0(19)becomes

z -- 
--iPt

'"" : õoîãtgl6Ð) ð.,. o) Qo)

It follows from the above that for an assigned varue of the angre ofincidence ø, the absorption coefficient decreases for low frequencies
and increases for high frequencies. The decrcase is due to the infruen-
ce of cos a- or' zo¡, (eq. 2o), the inc¡ease to the fact, that for highfrequencies zo¿,becomes small, whereas z,u66,,isindepend.ent of a.rf now, we put the question whether suitable materials can bemanufactured on this principle, the answer is in the affirmative. Fora low value of E, namely, the wave_resistance 1/Em of the com_pressible skeleton can be considerabry lower than for the samematerial with very narrow pores. This would read to very high varuesof the absorption coefficient, but for the fact that the part"z.i,has ahigh negative imaginary value. However, we have means at o'rdisposal to minimize this imaginary part to any arbitrary extent. To
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this end the material is applied in the arrangement shown in fig' 10

It

I o
Fig. 10. Compressible layer with very wide pores on layer of air'

ì. Coating tayet, 2. Compressible layer, 3' Solid very porous layer'
4' LaYet of air, 5' Rigicl wali'

45 gc

,I
,l0e c

1500 H2

ao:soZ - -sec

I oU
lQc sqc tSpc

%

220 llz

- 5çc

F-ig. 11. Shape of impedance curve, speciTic weight 0'06' thickness 3 cm

oril.y". oÍ air of Z cm (see fig. 1O), Eshet. -- 0.3 Eo¿r', very wide pores'

When compressed, the air of layer 2 escapes through layer 3 and

reachesthelayerofair4.Thisis,therefore'equivalenttoanexten-
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sion of the layer of air, whereas the compressible skereton remains
unmodified. trig. 9 shows the shape of the impedance curve in the
absence of the extra layer of air, fig. I 1 shorvs this curve for the same
material appliecl according to fig. 10. It is therefore conceivable that
in this way material can be manufactured, capable of absorbing, for
frequencies above 2ooHz,50o/o or more up to fairly high frequencies.
The average absorption between 2OO and 1600 Hz might be about
7oo/o. An effect of this kind occurs in the case of an arrangement as
shown in fig. 10, omitting however the intermediate solid layer 3,
the only difference being that the values of the characteristic fre-
quencies of the rubber skeleton are shifted.

The application on a layer of air as shown in fig. 10, gives results
comparable with those of very thick compressible layers, the main
difference being that in the former case the characteristic frequencies
are higher.

7. Con+þressible þorows møteríøl with m.ass-less non-þorous coøting
løyer; løirlry uide þores. The pores of the material can be conceived
to be of such a width, that the air-contents can neither be considered
to vibrate freely, nor forced either. In this case calculations become
rather too involved. What we can say for certain is, that now:

ø) the air-contents will vibrate fairly freely for lower frequencies,
for higher frequencies, on the contrary, fairly forced. The transition-
frequencies between free and forced vibrations lie, therefore, right in
the centre of the acoustically important frequency-region,

ó) the damping is strong. It will show a maximum for the middle
frequencies. For low frequencies we shall have to expect impedance
curves similar to those of fig. 9. with increasing frequency the centre
of the spiral will shift toward the right, because the modulus of
elasticity increases. when the material is applied on a layer of air
(fig. 10) we can expect for lower frequencies impedance curves as in
fig. 1 1. There will be no motion in the positive imaginary direction
{or high frequencies, the centre of the spiral will move towards the
right. For this reason the absorption will, presumably, decrease at a
slower rate than in the case of"fig. 1 l.

Generally speaking, the strong damping will be very aclvanta-
geous, for a pronounced selective absorption at well defined frequen-
cies is not to be desired.

o
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B. Infl,uence of the rnass ol the coating l'øyer ' Let us denote the mass

of the coating layer per unit area by M'We can then write iøM lor
the specific u.o"stic impedance' 'fhis value is independent of the

angle'of incidence. In oider to obtain the total impedance in this
.ur-", th" amount oL'ic,>M must be added to the specific impedance of

the compressible layer with mass-less coating' For low frequencies

and s-uil M we can neglect the term iaM against the impeoance oi
the compressible layer, so that the developments in the above $$

apply here without modification' For higher frequencies' however'

¡àlt A""o es of importance; for with increasing frequencies the

impedance curves rnove out of the complex plane in the positive

imaginarydirection,sothattheabsorptiondecreasesaccordingiy'
W" ãun, iherefore, speak of a kind of cut- off frequenc!' above which

theabsorptiondecreâsesquickly.onecanusethiseffectfortermina-
ting the àbsorption-charácteristic at a frequency above which ab-

.orltion is in practice no longer necessary' for this is as a rule the

.u.ã fo, frequencies higher than about 1500 Hz'

o

4,0

0B

0,6

o!

o12

o1000 2000 3000 H2

- fneq.

Fig. 12. Influence of a coating mass of O'02 glcrn'zand 0'04 g/cm' ou com-
pressible material rvith 600./o average absorption'

Fig. I2shows the effect of a coating layer with a mass oJ 0'02 and

O,O+"glcmz on material with 600/o average absorption and of which
the impedance is real. Generally speaking, thê coating layer of a
material with weak absorption may be heavier than of a material
with strong absorption' Ii our opinion M : O,O2 or 0'03 g/cm2 is

most likely to give satisfactory results *)'
*) In practice this can very lvell be realised'

M-002 g,/cm?

M-0,04
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9. Exþerimentø|, reswl,ts; þossibil,ities ol þrøct'icøt øþþtication. In
due time our experimental results will be published as a whole, but
we can say now already that they corroborate the theory developed
abovein its broad outl.ine. Fig. i3 shows one of our results. The
figure applies to the case of a coated sponge rubber layer of 3 cm
thickness and a specific weight of 0.12; it represents the normal ab-
sorption coefficient øe plotted against the frequency. As is apparent
from the, figure we found for frequencies from + 2OO Hz to ISOO ljrz,
for ø6 a value of about 400/6, which means an average absorption of
about 55o/o. The value of M of the coating layer (triacel) was about
0.01 g/cm2. Any cut-off effect at higher frequencies is, therefore,
still out of the question.

4.0

0B

0'6

/\ A
/L /\/ >_
I

0 400 800 4200

:-'-f¡qq'
1600 Hz

Fig. 13. Measured normal absorption of coated sponge rubber layer;. specific rveight 0. 12; thickness 3 cm.

It will be obvious, that experiment must ultimately show the way
to obtaining the most suitable material, for theory can, as a matter
of course, do no more than give general indications. We will summa-
rize here the possibilities of arriving at satisfactory practical applica-
tions. Theoretically speaking, a very low specific weight is to be
desired and one must aim at material with pores of such a width that
the air is sure to vibrate to some extent frçely; this increases the
losses, thereby decreasing the selective absorption. For the rest,
selective absorption is not a serious objection, for we can counteract
its effect by other means, namely by making the absorbing wall more

o$

o,2
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or less inhomogeneous. This can be done, for example, by applying at
regular intervals holes in the homogeneous layer. These holes can be
vulcanized directly into the material, while, moreover' they would
presumably give rise to extra losses, as they would facilitate the flow
of the air from regions of high to regions of low pressure. For one ancl
the same quantity of rubber this means, besides, a thicker layer, by
which an effect as in fig. 10 would be obtained. The selective absorp-
tion can also be counteracted by an only partial fastening of the
layer to its rigid support. The characteristic frequencies of the loose
parts will differ from those of the fastened parts, and thereby the
selective absorption is on the average, made to decrease. Still
another possibitity is the combination of layers of two materials
with equal thicknesses but different specific weights. These rnust be
chosen in such a way that characteristiç frequencies are shifted rela-
tively to each other which leads to the same effect.

Received l)ecember 19th 1940.
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De Rubber-Stichting doet onderzoek naar en maakt propaganda

voor nieuwe toepassingen van rubber.

Die Kautschuk-Stiltung stellt Untersuchungen an und macht Propa'
ganda' lür neue Kautschukanwendungen

La Fondaüàn du Caoutchouc fait des recherches ainsi que de ta
propagande pour les nouvelles applications du caoutchouc.

The Rubber Foundation carries on investigations and propaganda
for new applications ol rubber.
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